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ABSTRACT

Internet access is increasingly critical to organizations and individuals [1]. With the
current boom in Internet Service Providers (ISPs), how does one judge one vendor from
another? LACHESIS1 is a tool that provides a way to benchmark ISPs. LACHESIS takes a
list of prominent Internet ‘‘Landmarks’’ and determines the packet loss and network latency
involved in reaching those landmarks. Throughput was rejected as a factor. Several studies
indicate that network latency is a critical factor in World Wide Web (WWW) performance
[2-5]. The default set of LACHESIS landmarks (landmarks used are customizable) includes
the Domain Name Service (DNS) root servers, well known FTP servers, and popular WWW
servers. LACHESIS is implemented as a PERL script wrapped around FPING. The
LACHESIS tool encourages ISPs to have good interconnectivity with other ISPs. It also
encourages ISPs to have plenty of capacity and not to drop packets. LACHESIS has the
potential to swamp landmarks with ICMP packets (used by FPING), but this can be dealt
with by filtering out ICMP from abusive hosts. ISPs can cheat by favoring ICMP packets.
Future plans include a Winsock implementation so that individual SLIP/ PPP Internet
subscribers can run their own benchmarks.

Introduction

Internet access is becoming more and more
critical to more and more organizations and individu-
als. Ignoring events on the Internet can have serious
consequences [1]. There is a boom in Internet ser-
vice providers (ISPs), ranging from local phone com-
panies (e.g., Pacific Bell or Ameritech), long dis-
tance companies (e.g., AT&T, MCI, and Sprint) or
On-line services companies (e.g., Compuserve, Pro-
digy, and America On-line), and start-ups (e.g.,
Internex, PSI, and UUNET). But how does one
judge one ISP from another? What metrics does one
use? What tools are available for measuring ‘‘per-
formance’’ from one another? LACHESIS is a tool
that provides benchmarks for Internet service.

The first part of this paper describes the
LACHESIS approach. The next section discusses
how LACHESIS is implemented. Actual results are
listed after that. This section focuses on the experi-
ences and implications of LACHESIS. The paper
concludes with a discussion of future work, and
information on how to get LACHESIS.

The Lachesis Approach

LACHESIS’s purpose is to measure the perfor-
mance of an Internet Service Provider. Performance
can mean many things. The time to transfer a file is
one measure, while the ‘‘responsiveness’’ of an
interactive remote login session is another. The time
to call up a Web page is still another.

LACHESIS concentrates on two aspects of
Internet performance – packet loss and network
delay. If an ISP drops many packets, it will clearly
take longer to transmit data or do remote operations
because packets need to be retransmitted. Network
delay is the time it takes for packets to go through a
network. Studies show that World Wide Web traffic
is particularly sensitive to delay [2-5]. Domain
Name Service (DNS), a service critical to Internet
applications, can also be negatively impacted by net-
work latency. Many applications simply idle while
waiting for DNS information. Adding network delay
to DNS query times only makes things worse.

Why not concentrate on throughput? There are
a number of reasons that packet loss and network
delay are more critical than throughput. First,
throughput will have an absolute upper limit deter-
mined by the size of the connection. Having a T3
(45 Megabit) Internet connection will yield vastly
different results than from having a 14.4 Kilobit
SLIP connection. Second, measuring throughput
requires that you have a significant amount of data
to move to or from some Internet system. It is not
always possible to have this. Third, as mentioned
above, applications like WWW are very sensitive to
delay and do not use all of the available bandwidth.

1In Greek Mythology, LACHESIS was one of the Fates,
the three goddesses who determine the string of life.
KLOTHOS spun the string of life, LACHESIS measured
it, and ATROPOS cut it. [12]
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In the long run, as larger and larger amounts of
bandwidth to the Internet become cheaper and
cheaper, the costs of network delays become higher
and higher. Consider the cost of 1 second of net-
work delay. A 45 Megabit T3 connection will waste
more potential bandwidth waiting for 1 second delay
than will a 14.4 Kilobit connection. Protocols that
do format and parameter negotiation are particularly
vulnerable to network delays.
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Figure 1: Delay through provider

When measuring packet loss, we need some
targets to measure packet loss. LACHESIS uses the
concept of LANDMARKS. Landmarks are notable
sites on the Internet. The default landmarks for
LACHESIS are the root name servers, popular FTP
servers, and popular WWW sites. There are land-
marks from around the world to get a more complete
picture of an ISP’s connectivity. LACHESIS users
can configure their own landmarks depending on
their own usage patterns. This way, Internet users or
organizations can pick an Internet vendor optimized
to their particular usage patterns.

LACHESIS is implemented as a PERL [6]
script wrapped around a modified version of Stanford
University’s FPING program. Packet loss and
packet round trip times are generated from FPING.
FPING uses the ICMP echo [7] to measure network
latency. It has been pointed out that PING was not
designed for measuring network performance and

that different routers may handle ICMP packets in
different ways [8]. While this is true, no other
metric or protocol feature works with generic land-
marks picked by a consumer.

How do we intend for LACHESIS to be used?
We envision that organizations with current Internet
access could run LACHESIS periodically against
their favorite LANDMARKS. Data from these runs
could be used to identify problem periods and get a
feel for general performance through an Internet ven-
dor. We also envision that when an organization is
looking to procure Internet access, they could run
LACHESIS from either the ISPs’ local pops or at
one of the ISPs’ local customers. They could then
evaluate the ISP from the resulting LACHESIS runs.

LACHESIS Implementation Notes

As mentioned above, LACHESIS is a PERL
script wrapped around Stanford University’s FPING
program. LACHESIS is run periodically, and the
packet loss, delay, and other statistics are logged,
accompanied with a time stamp. To get a graphical
representation of the data obtained by LACHESIS, a
separate program was written to transform the data
into World Wide Web [9] viewable graphs. The
program GRAPHLACHESIS takes in the
LACHESIS log file, parses the data, and calls upon
another program which produces graphs. People can
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now access LACHESIS data easily through their
favorite Web browser. Nearly real-time analysis and
monitoring of ISP performance has been made possi-
ble.
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Figure 2: Packet Loss

Each line of the log file shows when data was
collected along with the values for five parameters:
network delay, packet loss, number of hosts, hosts
unreachable, and hosts unknown. For each of these
dependent variables, GRAPHLACHESIS generates a
file in the WWW’s HTML [9] format. Each of
those files are four graphs showing data for the
current day, the current week, the previous week,
and long term historical trend. Figure 1 shows a
graph of delay through an ISP provider during Intel
work week 27. Figure 2 is an example of graph of
packet loss during that period.

GRAPHLACHESIS parses the log file data and
creates individual files for each of the five parame-
ters. The individual files are then fed to a program
called WEBGRAPH. WEBGRAPH is a generic
graphing package that reads in any single set of data
in the form ‘‘x, y’’ and produces a graph that is
automatically appended to a specified HTML docu-
ment. GRAPHLACHESIS calls upon WEBGRAPH
repeatedly, each time appending a graph to the
appropriate WWW page.

WEBGRAPH was deliberately kept a separate
program from GRAPHLACHESIS (as opposed to

being a subroutine in GRAPHLACHESIS) because
we wanted to have WEBGRAPH available as a
stand-alone general purpose graphing package.
WEBGRAPH allows the user to control many
aspects of the output graph (such as the title, labels,
axes ranges, tic marks, and plot style) all from the
command line. This way, complete graph generation
can be executed in one step. GRAPHLACHESIS
takes advantage of this flexibility and demonstrates
the usefulness of WEBGRAPH as a generic graphing
package.

GRAPHLACHESIS and WEBGRAPH are both
written in PERL. The former wraps around the
latter, and the latter further wraps around two pro-
grams: GNUPLOT [10] and PPMTOGIF from the
PBMPLUS package [11]. GNUPLOT plots the data
and produces graphs in PBM (Portable Bit Map) for-
mat, and PPMTOGIF transforms the PBM graphs
into GIF format, making it presentable to the
WWW.

Results and Implications

We ran LACHESIS for a number of months
against a single Internet vendor. LACHESIS proved
useful in recording problems with Internet access.
Figure 1 shows a graph of delay during a particularly
bad week while figure 2 shows packet loss over this
period. Our ISP was having problems with their
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backbone during this week. Mid-Monday and mid-
Wednesday were particularly bad. Note the high
delay for systems that could be reached, and the
high packet loss (nearly 100%) during those periods.
LACHESIS enables us to capture these periods of
instability.

Sampling frequency needs to be selected care-
fully. One common ISP problem we encountered is
having our default routes appear and disappear.
Since we have multiple connections to the Internet,
routes to the Internet and to Intel would be recom-
puted if our default route disappeared. It would take
about 10 minutes for the routes to resolve inside and
outside of the Internet. If the route reappeared, it
would take another 10 minutes to resolve back
again. During these 10 minute intervals, Internet
connectivity would be lost. Since we ran
LACHESIS every 20 minutes, we lost visibility into
these route flaps. In order to catch events such as
this, LACHESIS needs to run at least twice as fre-
quently as the length of the event to be monitored.

One interesting suggestion was to run
LACHESIS against our own Internet resources (such
as the corporate WWW server). This would help us
determine our own performance relative on the Inter-
net as well as detect problems in our Internet con-
nections and servers.

What does LACHESIS imply for Internet ven-
dors? To get delays as low as possible, ISPs will
need to be well interconnected to other ISPs. Land-
marks that are on different ISPs will really bring this
out. Vendors who route all of their Inter-ISP traffic
through highly congested traffic exchange points will
fare poorly using LACHESIS. ISPs must have low
internal delay, and routes have to be sensible. ISPs
who route traffic between neighboring states across
North America and back will not fare well under
LACHESIS. ISPs must not drop packets (because of
overloaded routers, lines, etc.) because packet loss is
measured. ISPs could cheat by letting ICMP packets
go through at higher rate, but this is unlikely as it
would affect other more important traffic on their
networks.

LACHESIS poses a few problems. Will
LANDMARKS be flooded by LACHESIS users?
We don’t think so. Abusers can easily be cut off
with router access lists. Another way for LAND-
MARKS to handle this is to set up ‘‘sign posts.’’
These sign posts would be special systems desig-
nated to respond to LACHESIS and other applica-
tions’ pings.

Another problem results from having sites or
organizations with multiple Internet connections. If
one ISP loses connectivity, LACHESIS starts
measuring whatever ISP takes over. The solution to
that is to have LACHESIS measuring take place
from segments that only route through a particular
Internet provider.

One very useful package to fall out of the
LACHESIS work is the WEBGRAPH program. We
will use this package for plotting all kinds of data
and presenting that data on the Web. Using the
Web makes LACHESIS information available to a
very wide audience. Users running on Intel Archi-
tecture PCs to Unix workstations can see the data.

Conclusions and Next Steps

LACHESIS has proven to be a useful tool
despite its simplicity. Measuring delay and packet
loss is useful for evaluating and benchmarking Inter-
net vendors. Data presented on the Web can reach a
wide audience in almost real-time. LACHESIS
currently runs on BSDI Unix and SunOS. Future
plans include a WINSOCK version for Microsoft
Windows (TM) is also being planned to enable indi-
vidual Internet subscribers to benchmark their own
providers. Another idea that we are considering is
to apply statistical process control methodologies to
LACHESIS data and graphs. We would then bench-
mark and contact ISPs when they are ‘‘out of con-
trol’’.
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